with n. nodes. m directed arcs and a cost value for each arc. The synthesis of a partially link disjoint pair of paths for a given OD-pair with the minimum total cost i s investigated. A n algorithm i s presented that solves the all-best partially disjoint path problem. The expected worst case running time of the algorithm i s O(n''). Possible applications include light path design and MPLS based traffic engineering. Partially disjoint path algorithms can also be used as intelligent alternatives to k-th shortest path algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
Modern communication networks widely use backup paths to ensure the availability of resources in the case of link failure. Feasible backup paths have to be link disjoinr to provide the best protection. This paper discusses the problem of finding two partially disjoint paths with a minimum cost in a communication network. Parts of the paths between an ODpair use the same haps and parts o f the paths are completely link-disjoint for a partially disjoint paths pair.
Reasons for requiring such shortest path pain are: Firstly. under certain conditions it i s not necessary to generate complete link disjoint paths to meet the preconditions. The weakening of the complete disjointness only makes sense when the partially disjoint path pair has a better global cost than the original shortest complete disjoint path pair. Secondly. in parts ofthe network. no two link disjoint paths are available.
I n such a case. it i s necessary to find the best partially disjoint path pair.
Where backup path generation and load balancing have Partially disjoint path algorithms can also be used as intclligent alternatives to k-th shortest path algorithms.
The algorithm. introduced in this paper, i s capable of finding a l l best pattially disjoint paths between an origindestination (OD) pair. The partially disjoint path problem is discussed in [6] in detail. Different network topologies are investigated and the degree ofdivergence i s defined as a value to judge the independence o f paths. The observation in [6] o f different topologies for the complete and partially linkdisjoint case yields that the commonly used paths have to be equal to paths of the original single shortest path to provide feasible shared hops. The algorithmic approach i n this paper i s based on the Suurballe algorithm ([7] . 181) and uses an efficient Dijkstra implementation [9] for the shortest path algorithms. The partially disjoint paths are collected in a specially designed data structure during the execution o f the modified algorithm. It i s called parridly disjoinrparh label (PDPL). Section II introduces the PDPL and discusses the operations on this label. Section 111 describes formally the steps of the network algorithm. Section IV discusses the correctness and performance of the algorithm.
PARTIALLY DISJOINT PATH LABEL
The algorithm requires a node label that i s capable of storing the ditkrent partially disjoint paths. Theparriallv disjninr parh label (PDPL) i s a sorted list with k items. Every item in the list specifies a path and its cost attributes. The three elements are: A distance label c; to the origin node. Label c(i) i s known from several algorithms (eg. Dijkstra [IO] ). The cost c, i s the cost from the 0 node on the indicated path to the actual node. A cost label u ( i ) that consists of the cost of the components which are used by both paths. The used cost U. is the accumulated cost of arcs that are part of the shortest path and the path indicated in path. And the actual path is stored in the path variable. The costs c and U apply to this path. path, i s reprrscnted as a scquence of nodes stored in a list.
The items in the list are sorted and only thc best paths are stored. Figure I shows example labels. The degree of the label k is equal to the number of entries in the field. Every item in the label-list represents a partially disjoint path. The cost labcl 'U; i s strongly increasing from the top item to the hottom item. the cost label c, i s strongly decreasing from the top item tu the buttom item. The label has to he maintained in a manner that ensures the properties ofthe list. The properties The label update i s explained in the next section. Figure I shows a hop a6 with the cost cab connecting two nodes a and 6 with assigned PDPLs. Label a has already valid entries. For the up-date of label b exist four possible cases: Label b can be empty ( k = 0) or i t has already a number of I; items. The arc ab, connecting both nodes. i s part o f the SP or it i s not part o f the SP. 
A. Label Lipdare
Since a6 is not part of the SP, the cost u ( i ) is not changed.
A l l arcs. stored in lahrl a, are simply copied to label 6 with the added arc cost C,b. After insertion the degree of label b is equal to the degree of label a. For a non SP arc u. 6 is set to zero. fur a SP arc i t i s set to c . 6 .
DEFINITION AND ALGORITHMIC STEPS
The algorithm i s based on the Suurballe algorithm with sew r r a l added steps. A P D P L i s assigned to every node to store the partially disjoint paths. Every time the algorithm permanently labels a SP node, the PDPL of the following SP nodes are updated. For the normal PDPL update and for the solution of a gap topology, special conditions are implemented. Two conditions are necessary to force a restart of the algorithm. When a PDPL of a node, which i s already permanently labelled. i s changed. the algorithm is sent back to this node and executes the same paths again. This i s necessary because the transformed network can contain cycles. If the transformed network looks like Figure 2 (OD-pair a -c. SP abc) the path abdc can provide a reasonable partially disjoint path. In this case, the PDPL update of node c after performing node d will change, even if it i s already permanently labelled.
In such a situation. the algorithm i s forced to step hack to the node where this change occurred. I t i s done b y unmarking a l l nodes until this node i s reached. In a gap topology the algorithm will stop when a l l nodes that are located before the gap are permanently labelled. I t cannot find another minimum label. In this case. the cost of the following SP node i s set to the worst node cost label c ( i ) round so far. Now the algorithm can process the rest of the network. ifthe PDPL ofthis SP node i s empty, the algorithm is terminating. because no solution exists.
The algorithm consists of three main parts, the initialisativn step, the itention step and the path generation step. For better understanding. the description ofthe algorithm is divided into several sectivns. First, the initialisation and the frame part of the algorithm are defined. then the three substeps are shown. The initialisation step is shown in initidi,salion: The first three steps. the generation of the SP-tree routed at the origin node. the reduced cos1 transformation and the reversing of the direction of the SP arcs. are similar to the steps of the Suurballe algorithm. The SP-tree for the origin node i s genented using the Dijkstra algorithm. The reduced cost transformation is applied with the node dis- . Reverse SP-arc between the origin and the destination node:
. Scr lhc nertSP vuinble:
. Calcul.ltr lhe allowed EOSI:
. S s the sian pnmmctrr for the Dijkstn Pan:
. Set the stin panmctrr for the PDPL: is stored in the assigned P D P L and the predecessor variable i s not used. an additional label is maintained and the substeps are inserted. The label is processed in Iwo ways. The information of the labcl is that a node is permanently labelled or not.
Step 2 The permanently marked nodes are stored in the S T A C K .
but they are also marked with a conventional node label. T h i s increases the memory usage o f the algorithm, but it allows checking of the membership of a node in the STACK in 0(1) time. The sequence of nodes stored in the STACK is needed for the "update PDPL" substep. Unless the HEAP is empty, the iteration is performed and the substeps are executed.
Parh Generation: Every item in the P D P L . o f the destination node, consists of a partially disjoint pre-solution path. The procedure used by the Suurballe algorithm is necessary to find the final solution "path pair". For every item a path pair is generated by taking the SP set and the pre-solution set ofone PDPL item. Every hop. which appears in the second set with negative value. i s discharged in both sets for this solution pair. The remaining arcs in both sets define the partially disjoint path pair. Which path pair of the solution set is the Anal solution depends on the interpretation ofthe degree of divergence. The cost ofthe two paths can be calculated by adding theoriginal arccost ofthe memberarcsofthe solution.
Now that the framework of the algorithm i s known, the required substeps are defined and discussed. The substeps are depicted in Figure 5 for the "update the S P substep. in Figure   6 for thc "update the PDPL" substep and in Figure 7 for the "restart at a gap" substep.
Updore SP: This step is executed when a SP node is permanently labelled. I t starts at the actual node and updates the PDPL assigned to the next SP node with the disjoint path information stored in the label of the tirst node. This is done from SP to SP node unless the PDPL o f the next SP node i s not updated any more or the destination node is This procedure forces the algorithm to swrt again at this position. When all needed nodes are unmarked. a new main while-loop iteration is started.
HEAP.insert(STACK.getTop())

STACK.deleteTop()
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Resrarr ara Gap:
The "res1xt at a Gap" substep is executed when the HEAP i s empty after the process of the main iteration step and the destination node i s not permanently labelled.
In such a case. the network has a gap topology. It i s necessary to "step over" the gap. The next SP node. lucsted after the It works like a new pseudo origin node. T h e details of this situation are discussed i n Section IV-A.
IV. DISCUSSION
This section discusses special conditions, correctness. the running time and possible further improvements of the algorithm.
A. Correcrness
For the correctness discussion, two questions are addressed: Do the changes applied to the Suurballe algorithm influence the correctness of finding two completely disjoint paths? And secondly: Are all partially disjoint paths synthesised during the algorithm execution? In [SI thc correctness ofthe Suurhalle algorithm is proven. The changes madc are:
Addirional Label: The P D P L results in no changes o f the general procedure of the original algorithm. I t remains passive during the execution of the algorithm and is described in detail in Section 11. I t has no influence on the correctness of the original Suurhalle part of the algorithm. the partially disjoint path nbrlc was not part of the PDPL assigned to node e. when the node was permanently marked.
The outgoing arcs of node c (dotted) were processed before this path was known. (If a SP node has only one incoming arc. it is processed after it i s reached on a 'backwards' arc.) I n this case. node c has to be processed again with the changed P D P L . The processing of node c has to make sure that all arcs and nodes are processed again. The order of the performed nodes is stored in the STACK. The algorithm can he forced to step hack to node c by unmarking all nodes that ,were marked after node c. These nodes are inserted into the H E A P again. The P D P L and the node cost label c ( i ) are not changed during this step. At the new start from node c, the before missing path. i s now stored in the PDPL(c) and a11 outgoing arcs can be further processed. Since the general network situation i s not changed with this restart the permanently labelled node sequence is the same during the second run. Note that during the second run the "If This path results in a cycle cost of Ccbc 2 0. The node c i s permanently labelled before the algorithm steps in the cycle and the cost. that the new path provides, is not better. So such a cycle causes no problem during the execution of the network algorithm.
Resrart or a Gap: A gap divides the network into two subnetworks. The "restart at a gap" procedure initialises a second start of the original Suurballe algorithm after a gap. (One gap causes a division of the network into two subnetworks. Two gaps divide the network into three subnetworks and so on.) The two runs of the algorithm will find the partially disjoint path before and after the gap. The two solutions are "connected with the P D P L . which provides the solution. The restart condition enables the execution of the algorithm after the gap. which causes no problems for the pencral correctness. The previously described method of doing this i s that the SP nodes. located after the last permanently labelled SP node is initialised with a new node cost label. If this node provides no further paths (it i s still part o f the gap). in the next iteration. the next node on the SP is set. This is done unless the algo-? rithm "steps over" the gap or the SP nodes have no PDPL entries any more. In this case, the algorithm terminates with no solution. The new cost i s set to the highest cost l a k l used before the gap, to avoid interference between the subnetworks.
If the cost i s set to the highest occurring cost label c(i), all arcs that reach a node that i s part o f the subnetwork. hefore the gap. will result in a higher or equal cost to the already set cost label. I t equals an "offset" for a l l node cost labels c(i). The separate cost label c(i) is needed in this case. in a11 other cases the entry of c ( i ) is similar to the cost c; o f the bottom item in the P D P L ( I ) . The algorithm w i l l find two disjoint path pairs. one bcfore the gap topology the second one after the gap topology. This causes also no problem.
The discussion showed that the changes applied to the algorithm have no influence on the complete disjoint path generation. The remaining question i s if the algorithm finds and stores all partially disjoint paths in the P D P L . One result of the observation in [6] was that shareable paths that result in a better cost. are SP arcs. This i s implemented by the "update S P substep. The shareable arcs are performed at the head of a main while-loop. During the execution all SP arcs are processed. Once an arc reaches the PDPL of a SP node the PDPL o f the SP nodes are updated. Once the algorithm reaches such a node. all partially disjoint paths are stored in the PDPL. One shared SP path divides the network into two subnetworks: the subnetwork before the shared path and the subnetwork after the shared path. A l l partially disjoint path situations can he reduced to the combination of such subnetworks. For example two not connected shared paths divides the network a subnetwork before the first shared path and a subnetwork after the shared path. The second SP network itself i s divided by the second shared path in a before and after subnetwork. The first question. which has to be addressed, i s if the SP for the transformed network is found in the first subnetwork. By definition. the Dijkstra algorithm will find the SP from the origin node to all network nodes: also to the first node of the shared path part. The same is true for the second subnetwork, because the algorithm marks the tail node ofthe shared path as permanent at one stage and i s scarching then from this node the shortest route to the destination node. This covers the SP generation for the second subnetwork. This is certainly only true if the shortest path in the transformed network i s using this nodes. but otherwise an other path i s better. When the shared path tail node i s permanently labelled. a11 partially disjoint paths are known by the PDPL they are also processed to the destination nude. Otherwise at one stage of the execution a restart is initialised and after that all paths are known. Therefore all best partially disjoint paths are found.
B. Algurirhmic Pe$bformuncr
The worst case analysis o f the alzorithmic performance produces the upper bound of O(n:'). This worst case running time i s mainly due to the unlikely assumption that the shortest path consists o f a11 network nodes. For a practical network. the assumption ofa constant SP-node-length is more probable. The running time in this case i s determined by the performance of the Dijkstra implementation. For the used implementation this yields O(m . log? n) v. C O N C L U S I O N T h i s paper has described an algorithm for solving the shortest partially disjoint path pair problem. The solution is extended to solve the all-best partially disjoint path pairs between an OD-pair problem without major changes o f complexity in the calculations. For a degree o f divergence of d = 0% a11 possible best paths are found. between the complete disjoint path pair and two times the shortest path. The presented algorithm has a expected worst case running time of O(71'). With the assumption. that the average SP node number i s independent of the network parameters, the complexity i s reduced to the time consumption of an efficient implementation o f the Dijkstra atgorithm.
An extended version ofthis paper [I I] includes an example to illustrate the procedure, a detailed discussion of the algorithmic performance and possible further improvements.
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